
 

Spectral and Alsebrar GraphTheory 4621562

formerly grad course numbered Auth 561 CPSC662

Spectral eiguals and eiguees

Agreed grad I assume less
Grads get extrahomework problems
More appliedICS focus
But still very mathy

Can find lecture notes from previous years

Writing a book now The book will have

details I cannot cover in class

I will distribute my handwritten notes when I

have them

Assignments J 6 Probably 6 Can work in smallgroups

for now No tests or exam

Occasional recommended exercises especially for
this lecture

Dregs linear algebra graphtheory some probability

proof based exposition endurance

Today Intro overview a proof or two

Get used to my notation

Please interrupt when necessary



Graphs G i E E is set of pairs of U

Write edges as Cacbl although acts would

be better

ads local

Undirected
No self loops or multi edges Now

Usually

Might be weights on edges If so almost
always positive

Sources social networks Comm networks etc

abstract like

path or n vertices U l n

E Cacaul teach

ring path plus edge Clint
000 001

hypercube Jeffrey
U odd
b ee if I Ii aciltb.tl C

random
edge Cain appears with probability P
independentlychosen



Matrices
Adjacency M Rew cols labeled by V

Ula b t A EE
O O W

Is using matrix as a spreadsheet

Very surprising eigenvalues or eigenvectors shouldmatter

Diffusion Operator walk Matrix

let D diagonal matrix of degrees

D U I D diag d

W D M

Lef p C IRV be a vector st plate amount of
stuff

at vertex a

If stuff at a moves to neighbors of a evenly

then new distribution of stuff
is

ftp.TD N f
0 913

Hal Oo
o b 0 1310 9 3

pitt is conserved
Total amount of stuff

because gift pTD'll I PTI'd pTI

Expect spectra of w to matter



Laplacian L D M

defines a natural quadratic form

for xe IRV xtlx.ca weai Ecal HbD

e.g O O O

X O I 3 xTL 12122 5

Spectralthearf
Nl is an eiguee of M of eigual X if

MY XY

theorem Every real symmetric n by in matrix M

has n real eigenvalues µ 21422 Hen

and n orthonormal eigenvectors
4 Yu

ti o'I

sit MY Mini

Note 4 Un not uniquely defined

Examples in Jupiter



Course topics

Graph structure cuts coloring indep sets

partitioning local partitioning

The zoo fundamental examples

Estimating eigenvalues

Random walks

Physical models springs resistors

Effective resistance and elimination

Expanders external combinatorics

relation to codes and pseudo
randomness

Sparsification

Solving Laplacian equations

and computing eigenvectors



Def The Rayleigh Quotient of X with respect to M

is time
TX

theorem If it is symmetric and X

maximizes xTMx then Mx Mix

Will expand X FI Ci Yi where Ci 4Ix

why well F Hit fi where do is derive
indirection i

and Hit Dix

And Ci4i Yi Vix EEE x

I X

claim Mx Cini where a Nix

proof t

INE Citi M Ic Yj
T

Citi fjcjxj4j



as reft o
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poofof
nfoallxtIffI.ZMi

e Faith
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icesCizo and Me Hi Hi
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and equality only holds if CEO
for Miyu


